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Four strand braid tutorial

A version of the 4-strand braid with the order of the A-B-A-B filament I do not remember who taught me for the first time how to make this 4-stranded braid. All I know is that I already knew how to do it when I went to learn how to weave in Potosi. When I had finished my pieces on the earth frame on purpose, my weaving teacher offered to teach me how to make a 4-stranded
braid. I told her I already knew how to make one and she looked at me in disbelief and challenged me to show it to me. I did and both she and her sister could barely contain their laughter! Then Hilda went on to show me how they do it by placing the final loops of the curvatures on her fingers and passing them back and forth from one finger to another from hand to hand. I love it!!
It works beautifully to finish the ends of the warp on bookmarks, remote controls and tapestries that are naturally looping. Here are two tutorials for the two methods. The first has step-by-step photos of how the wires move to form the braid. You can experience it and see how it suits you best to hold the threads in your hands. I usually work this on the final curvatures of a bookmark
or remote control and so the twisted piece is anchored between my knees. If I'm just doing a long braid on my own, I'll eventually tie a knot and still tie it under a heavy book or make sure someone keeps it to me. With this first method you can make a braid as long as you want. Just make sure you stop from time to time to untangle the free ends. 4-wire braids used to finish the nail
cases, such as edges and a strap for a small bag and as a zip pulls on a coin purse. On the keys I didn't want to finish the braids with bulky knots, so I painted the ends with diluted white glue and then pressed the ends together as the glue dried. I used two colors for braid in this tutorial: two strands of color A and two colored B. The order of the strands to start the braid is B-A-A-B
as shown below. LEFT: Step1: Arrange the 4 wires in this position. This is the home location. RIGHT: Step 2: Cross wire A1 to the right above the top of the A2. LEFT:Step 3:Strand A1 continues to move to the right passing over the top of strand B2. RIGHT: Step 4: Strand A2 continues to move to the left by passing under wire B1. Now the two white wires are in the middle.
LEFT: Step 5: Strand B2 crosses left above the top of wire B1. RIGHT: Step 6: B2 continues to move left above the top of the orange wire while B1 continues to move to the right under the orange wire. Now the two orange wires are in the middle. This completes the sequence. The orange wires will always cross to the left to the right and the whites to on the left. I enjoyed
teaching it to many weavers in Ecuador who had never seen it before. Three versions of the 4-strand braid. LEFT: The braid finished by the tutorial above with the order of the B-A-A-B thread, i.e. white- red- red- white. CENTER: The same braid with a different color arrangement. Le Le order in this braid is B-A-B-A, i.e. white-red-white-red. RIGHT: This braid has three colors and
the starting order is B-A-C-B. The second tutorial is on video so you can show yourself Hilda and Julia's method on the final cycles of a curvature. It's fast and fun! The finger-loop method used by my weaving teachers and the method I show above produce structurally different braids. However, both methods produce beautiful braids. Using the ring method, I find it more difficult to
make a really long braid for, for example, the strap of a bag, as it is more difficult to maintain tension. I'm sure expert ring braids have solutions to this problem. I made another video (September 2012) that shows how to create the braid structure that I show in my step-by-step images when I use loops. This is my favorite arrangement for a four-stranded braid that looks great in
two, three or four colors. The loop method is fun and fast and so convenient to finish a weaving as you have already finished ring warp to work with. However, I still prefer the way shown in the step-by-step images if I need to make a very long braid to use for the strap of a bag or edging on a large braided piece. In the video I use two colors, red and green, and I just composed the
method. There may be a more efficient way to do this that the most experienced braids might know. I hope you find these braids useful for your projects. PHOTOS: @braidscrisgaiva looking for that cute and complicated braid you saw but can't decipher? We've got you covered. The four-wire braid, while intricate, is super easy to do once you get the blockage of it. Tips and things
to do are sprinkled. First of all, we define what types of 4-stranded braids exist. There is a basic braid in 4 parts, also called flat. It's the easiest to understand conceptually. However, the result of a braid of 4 pieces can differ, it all depends on how the threads intertwine during the weaving process. For example, you can create a four-wire transverse braid, a chain-like braid, or a
sliding braid. The second main type of 4-section braided hairstyles is called rope braid. It is also surprisingly easy and, compared to flat braid, has a rounded 3D effect. And we can't help but mention the French four-wire braid and its reverse Dutch variation. They are for professionals, but practice makes perfect. Be patient and you will be able to try them too in a while. How to
make a four-wire braid In order not to scare you, we will leave the complicated Dutch and French braids for dessert and start from a tutorial of a flat braid with 4 wires. Piece of cake, just follow the step-by-step guide carefully! Step 1: Brush your hair first. Since it is a four-wire braid, divide it into 4 equal sections. Step 2: Take wire 1, bring it under wire 2. Step 3: Then place it on wire
3. Step 4: Bring wire 4 to the new 3. Do not change sides. Step 5: After taking wire 4 on the new strand 3, place it under wire 2. Repeat steps 2-5: take wire 1, place it under wire 2 and above wire 3, and then place wire 4 on wire 3 and under wire 2. Watch the video below for a better understanding of how you can master different types of 4-strand braid: after practicing with the
model for a while, you'll probably want to try to include your 4-strand braid in a new hairstyle. Here are the ideas for you. #1: Unique flat braid Because this style can often come out thick and wide, it is a large flat braid. The main steps for this look are to create a loose side ponytail, separate the hair for the pony wrap, create a simple thin accent braid, and actually complete a braid
on four strands (one of which is already braided). PHOTOS: @twistmepretty #2: Elegantly accented Updo This 4-thread braid creates a nice band accent for a full, twisted bun. To create the braid, pull some strands out of the hairline. The first wire goes beyond wire 2 and under wire 3. The fourth wire goes under wire 3 and beyond wire 2. Think below and then below and repeat.
PHOTOS: @missysueblog #3: Gorgeous side braid Probably our favorite side braid ever. Not kidding me! So, here's the trick to getting the accent braid in the middle: it must be filament number 2. Once you make your own normal little braid and secure it, be sure to place it as wire 2 for the main braid. #4: Creative Four Strand Braids with Twist With 4 strands, you can still do
many of your favorite 3-stranded imaginative hairstyles. So, waterfalls and band styles will still work. The top 4 strand brand was created first, dropping the bottom initially to incorporate with the next braid and twist below. This is a great option for medium length hair or when you want your hair at the bottom. PHOTOS: @hairs_affairs #5: Four-stranded cascading braid A four-wire
braid is heavenly when mixed with other types of braids. This is pretty complicated! Here, we also have a cascading braid that wraps around and a fishtail braid. For the cascading braid, take strand 1 from above and drop strand 4 below, while wires 2 and 3 will form the model. #6: Band accent braids If you're still struggling with how to make a four-stranded braid, it might be easy to
start small, this way you're not worried about what your whole hairhead looks like. Then, create two flat side braids and finish the hairstyle with a messy low bun. PHOTOS: @echt_blond #7: Flowing Four Strand Waterfall This beautiful version is really to create. The hard part is just getting the right tension, and that requires practice. Wires 1 and 4 are waved very loosely, while
wires 2 and 3 are held tight so that they look more like a rope or rope. PHOTOS: @missysueblog #8: Four Dutch braided threads A 4 braids can also be created Dutch which means a braid French that pops up. The technique is a little different. You want to cross wire 1 under wire 2, on wire 3 and then under wire 4. Pulling on the other side, you also cross below to start (instead of
alternating the direction of each start). PHOTOS: @braidsbyjordan #9: Pretty Wrapped Pony Braid An easy way to learn how to weave 4 threads is NOT to immediately try a braid French or Dutch. Start with a ponytail and you'll have a lot less work to do! Plus, it looks really cute (especially when you incorporate a piece of accent and pony wrap). #10: Messy Bun Braid Updo Buns
with braids are the most beautiful hairstyles you can imagine (whether for a dance party, a night out or just a normal day). The addition of a four strand in the mix takes it over the top. To get the braid that pops up and hide the incorporation of the best pieces, do it in Dutch style. #11: Crown four-wire braid This four-wire braid has an accent in a lighter color. Some options are to find
a highlight that you have and weave it, or, if you don't have any highlights, you can add a ribbon or a thin silk veil. Then create the braid with loose tension on the large sections of hair and tight tension on the accent. PHOTOS: @braidsbyjordan #12: Wavy Bohemian Braid Four braided braids have an easy, bohemian charm, especially if braided freely. This braid has been waved
at every stage of the way you create really cute and intricate loops. For easy, breezy styling, curl or shake the rest of your hair. Such imaginative hairstyles look especially amazing with neon dresses! #13: Four Stranded Low Pony While this style for girls looks pretty complicated, it shouldn't take too long since the top braid is small. To make it easier, separate the hair to the
hairline you work with and put the rest of the hair in a bun or cut out in between. PHOTOS: @annie_blubb #14: Florette and side braid If a 4-wire braid is not enough for you, then do everything by adding a florette, which is formed by pulling on a loose braid so that it curves. For this look, you need to split and conquer. First make the accent braid, then the complete long braid and
then florette it. PHOTOS: @hair_by_lori #15: Tucked Under Braided Updo Four blocked updos can be funky or as stylish as you want. This style is suitable for a formal evening. Create a braid French with four threads, I leave out a few tufts to curl at the front. Complete the braid and fasten, tucking under and staring into place. PHOTOS: @hairs_affairs #16: Chic Updated Mod For
a Sixties mod look that has an updated version of the retro, add a braided braid to wires around the base of the bouffant. The sandwich is optional. #17: Low-end braid This 4-strand braid hairstyle is quite easy to create. Partly the hair in the center or in a shallow side part. Then create two four-stranded braids that execute from the hairline. Continue each at the al one at a time,
and then secure together. #18: Four Strand Messy Updo To get the beautiful updo you see in this photo, you will have to braid your hair on the nape of the neck. Start with one ear with four large sections of hair, then weave, continuing to add large sections of hair all the way around. To make sure the look stays in place, weave with a tight tension and then pull the loops to wave
them. PHOTOS: @hairbyaslyn #19: Sideband Braid and Messy Bun This rather messy side bun shows the highlights of the facial frame with a four-wire braid. The accent is made from a regular three-wire braid, so be sure to create it first and place it as the second strand in your 4-strand braid. You can then keep the tension loose with the other three sections as it weaves.
PHOTOS: @hairdelsol #20: Dutch Four Strand Braids Two 4-stranded braids that cross at first is an interesting idea of hairstyle for every day. This style is great for showing thick, full hair. PHOTOS: @taycstyles Now that you've been inspired by our favorite four-stranded braids, you understand that this is not a look set, but actually a really versatile style. Basically you can do
whatever you want with it and mix it with any other hairstyle. Have fun! Fun!
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